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Sally Malcolm begins an epic story about O'Neill's quest to
rescue SG, the team lost to a black hole. Unfortunately, the
Kinahhi, an advanced.
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Other than racism, STARGATE SG-1: Matter of Honor and
fatphobic characterizations, intentional or not, turn me off
completely. I could understand some of this but I think it was
taken a little too far because it started pulling the novel
down instead of raising it up. It's a bit too convoluted and
nonsensical, and the characterization is rather poor,
although, admittedly, most of it didn't start bothering until
closer to the end of the book, and the sequel especially
pulled me ou The premise of the book doesn't make much sense how did the Earth politicians find out and decide to trade for
the technology that SGC, who made the first contact, didn't
know existed?
AllIknowisthatIenjoyedseeingthefalloutonJackfromtheeventsof"Abyss
Some reviewers have pointed out that the characters seemed
off, and I agree to the extent that they are not usually this
emotional, but I don't think given the circumstances that they
were written beyond believability. It is a decent enough of a
'what if' scenario, but does not fit into the main series even

remotely. Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to
read.
Dec25,Davidrateditreallylikedit.CommonKnowledgeSeriesStargate:And
it was interesting to see how the could have handeled the case
of having a team lost on a planet that's slowly getting sucked
into a black hole and there was nothing they could do about
it. Sep 30, Claudia rated it it was amazing Shelves:
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